
Decision

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Order Instituting Rulemaking lo Integrate 
mid Refine Procurement Policies mid 
Consider Long-Term Procurement Plmis.

Rulemaking 1 ()-()5-()()(> 
(filed Nlav 6. 2010)

1

INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM OF WOMEN’S ENERGY MATTERS 
AND DECISION ON INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM OF WOMEN’S

ENERGY MATTERS

Chiiimint: Women's Fncrgx Matters For contribution to 1)1201033 and 1)1204046 (R1005006) 
and R0802007 (closed without decision)______________

Claimed (S):

Assigned Commissioner: Michael 
Pees c>_______________________

S81.745.00 Awarded (S):

Assigned AL.l: Peter Allen, Victoria Kolakowski 
(R1005006): C arol Brown (R0802007)

y
,mxi

I hereby certify that the information I have set forth in Parts I, II, and III of this Claim is true to my best 
knowledge, information and belief. I further certify that, in conformance with the Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, this Claim has been served this day upon all required persons (as set forth in the Certificate of 
Service attached as Attachment 1).________ ________________________________________________

Signature: /s/Rarhara George

Printed Name: Barbara GeorgeDate: 6/25/12

PART I: PROCEDURAL ISSUES (to be completed by Claimant except where 
indicated)

1)1201033 was the decision in Track 2. the "l()l s bundled 
plans.” 1)1204046 was the decision in Track I. the 
"system plans.”

A. Brief Description of Decisions:3

In this request. \Yf\l also claims compensation lor our 
work in the prior I.TPP proceeding. R0S02007. which

i The prehearing conference in R0802007 was held April 2, 2008; WEM timely filed its 
NOI on May 2, 2008. Decision 0801017 (January 10, 2008) in A0702032 et al. ruled that 
WEM met the customer status and financial hardship requirements and was eligible for 
intervenor compensation (pp. 3-4).
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ended without issuing tiny decision.1 The Commission litis 
til lowed parties to request compensation in subsequent 
proceedings for work that was unresohed in earlier 
dockets, especially when there wasn't any decision in the 
earlier docket.

B. Claimant must satisfy intervenor compensation requirements set forth in Public 
Utilities Code §§ 1801-1812:

Claimant

____________Timely filing of notice of intent to claim compensation (NOI) (§ 1804(a)):

1. Date of Prehearing Conference:

CPUC Verified

6 14 104
2. Other Specified Date for NOI:

3. Date NOI Filed: 7 14 10

4. Was the NOI timely filed?
_________________ Showing of customer or customer-related status (§ 1802(b)):

5. Based on ALJ ruling issued in proceeding number:
gm

6. Date of ALJ ruling:

7. Based on another CPUC determination (specify): DI005041)

8. Has the Claimant demonstrated customer or customer-related status?
___________________ Showing of “significant financial hardship" (§ 1802(g)

9. Based on ALJ ruling issued in proceeding number:6
10. Date of ALJ ruling:

11. Based on another CPUC determination (specify): D11)1005049: I) 1202034

12. Has the Claimant demonstrated significant financial hardship?
Timely request for compensation (§ 1804(c)):

1)120404013. Identify Final Decision:pj
14. Date of Issuance of Final Order or Decision: 4 24 12

15, File date of compensation request: 0 25 12

1 The prehearing conference in R0802007 was held April 2, 2008; WEM timely filed its 
NOI on May 2, 2008. Decision 0801017 (January 10, 2008) in A0702032 et al. ruled that 
WEM met the customer status and financial hardship requirements and was eligible for 
intervenor compensation (pp. 3-4).
2 Rule 1.15 Computation of Time states: When a statute or Commission decision, rule, order, 
or ruling sets a time limit for performance of an act, the time is computed by excluding the first 
day (i.e., the day of the act or event from which the designated time begins to run) and including 
the last day. If the last day falls on a Saturday, Sunday, holiday or other day when the 
Commission officers are closed, the time limit is extended to include the first day thereafter.
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16. Was the request for compensation timely?

C. Additional Comments on Part I (use line reference # as appropriate):

# Claiman CPU Comment
8 ct

D1201 Ooo (Track 2) was silent as to inadv orient or planned nuclear shutdown 
and replacement, which was a considerable part of WTAl’s work in that track. 
We waited to file for compensation til the Track I decision. belie\ inu that it 
miuht he more 1 ike 1 \ to address the issue 
the 5-2.1-1 l hearing that Track I would he a more appropriate place to address 
nuclear issues. 5-2.1-1 | Transcript, pp. .16-17 (see further discussion of this 
hearing below).
The final decision in Track I noted only. "Reid and Women:s Energy 
Matters argue that the proposed decision should have addressed 
issues they raised relating to the continued use of nuclear power. While 
issues relating to the need for various generation resources are 
appropriate to address in an LTPP proceeding, those issues have been 
deferred as a result of the settlement, and accordingly it is reasonable 
to not address them in this decision.” D1204046. pp. 68-69.
Indeed, the successor I.TPP. R 120.1014 is considering the issues of nuclear 
power shutdown and replacement resources. WTAl's procedural 
accomplishments in the R1005006 proceed inu were substantial, as our work 
established that nuclear issues are indeed relevant to the I.TPP and are 
appropriate to be considered here. Although there was no Dual decision on 
nuclear power issues (other than PCnNLs nuclear fuel contract), we believe 
that the Commission should award full compensation for WTAl's work in this 
area. Alternatively, the Commission could consider compensation for our 
nuclear-related work in Rl()()5()()0 altera decision on those matters in 
R 120.K)14. However, the earliest decision in that case is expected in late 
2012.
I lav inu to wait so long for compensation for work done in R 1005006 would 
he contrary to the Intervenor Compensation statute, which requires C1M C to 
administer its provisions in a way that cncanriigcs parties' effective and 
efllcient participation. PC Code $ I SO 1..1(b).
The following is n list ol WIAI's filings in K1005006:
2010
7-0-10 WTM Amended Reply I.TPP IT.pdf
2011
2-24-1 I \\TAI Amended PIICstatement.pdf
(Note: the original PI 1C statement had two attachments, the ISO- New 
England Manual for Measurement of Demand Resources, and a 4-pg. extract 
from ISO-NH's power point report on its 2000 forward Capacity Auction: per 
A LI request we re-liled the PI 1C statement with links to these documents 
instead of attachments.)________________________________________________

based on the AI.J's statement in
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5-1 l-l 1 W I-M s Reply testimony.pdf
5-25-1 I WlAl Testimony Truck 2 Alternative Bundled Procurement PUm- 
errata.pdf (original lllinu Miiy 4. 2012)
(with Attachment A CA Excess Energy W ithout Nuclcar.pdf)
5-25-1 I WEM Response to PCitt11-SC'I! Motion to Strike.pdf 
8-4-1 I WTA1 Testimony Track I and III.pdf 
0-1 (>-1 1 WEM opening brief Track I & III.pdf 
10-5-1 I WEM Reply BriefTracks I & III.pdf 
12-5-1 I WEM Reply re PI) Track ll.pdf 
2012
5-12-12 WEM Comment PI) Track 1 .pdf 
5-10-12 WEM Reply Comments.pdf

I hc following is a list olWIAI's filings in K0802007:
R0S02007 WEM minus
2009
8-21-09 WEM Comment I.TPP Planning Standards.pdf 
(with Attachment A New England ISO IT! Manual.pdf) 
8-51-00 W EM Reply I.TPP Planninu Standards.pdf

The following is a list of WEM’s Exhibits in R1005006:

AdmissionDocumen 
t DateExhibit Number DescriptionParty line

Date k

Women Energy
Matters’
Testimony:
WEM’s
Alternative
Bundled
Procurement Plan 
for Bundled 
Track II (Errata 
dated 5/23/11; 
Attachment 1 
dated 5/4/11)

5/23/11 5/23/11WE 800 II
M

Women Energy 
Matters’ Reply 
Testimony

5/11/11 5/23/11WE 801 II
M

Women Energy 
Matters’ Opening 
Testimony in

8/4/11 8/17/11WE 802 I, III
M
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Track 1 and III

WEM’s 7-6-11 
Comments to 
CEC on the DG 
Workshop 
[quoting PG&E’s 
11 General Rate 
Case testimony 
regarding 
customer-side 
solar and energy 
efficiency]

WEM requested to have this exhibit 
marked on 8/15/11 via email 
service to service list but this 
exhibit was not moved to the 
record.

8/15/11WE 803 I
M

PG&E’s 
responses to five 
WEM data 
requests in this 
proceeding

8/15/11 8/17/11WE 804 I
M

CAISO’s 
Responses to 
WEM’s Data 
Requests

8/16/11 8/17/11WE 805 I
M

ISO New 
England Manual 
for Measurement 
and Verification 
of Demand 
Reduction Value 
from Demand 
Resources 
Manual M- 
MVDR

8/16/11 8/17/11WE 806 I
M

IOUs 2010-12 
Proposed 
Program Budgets 
for Energy 
Efficency, from 
Appendix 1-2-3 
to D0909047, pp. 
1-9. (in 
A0807021)

WEM requested to have this exhibit 
marked on 8/16/11 via email 
service to service list but this 
exhibit was not moved to the 
record.

8/16/11WE 807 I
M
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WEM requested to have this exhibit 
marked on 8/16/11 via email 
service to service list but did not 
request to have this exhibit moved 
to the record.

SCE’s response 
to WEM’s Data 
Request Q-3

WE 8/16/11808 IM

PART II: SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTION (to be completed by Claimant except 
where indicated)

A. In the fields below, describe in a concise manner Claimant’s contribution to the 
final decision (see § 1802(i), § 1803(a) & D.98-04-059). (For each contribution, 
support with specific reference to the record.)

Contribution Specific References to Claimant’s 
Presentations and to Decision

Showing 
Accepted 
by CPUC

9

\ote: (ienerally, in this section, we first 
address IIIl'M's contributions to 
1)1201033, the Track 2 decision on 
handled procurement plans, then oar 
contributions to 1)1204046, and finally 
oar earlier contribution in the prior 
I. TPP, R0H0200

WEM submitted an Allcrmuivc Bundled 
Procurement Plan to prov ide a more 
cohesiv e v ision of how procurement issues 
could he addressed in ways that better 
fulfill CA's clean resource uoals.

I he AI.J ruled 2-10-12 that parties could 
propose an alternative bundled resource 
plan and or comment on the utilities' 
bundled procurement plans. I) 1201033 
stated. 'The changes to the utilities' 
procurement authority that are made in 
this decision are largely technical 
revisions ... and clarifications based on 
past experience and issues raised by 
the parties.: D1201033, P- 4.
While WEM is not specifically 
mentioned as one of “the parties." we 
clearly raised issues that contributed to 
the decision, as we describe below in 
this Request.

I he (’ommission has Jinan/:
PG&E argues that WEM did not make a 
substantial contribution to D.07-12-052 
and asserts the following: 1) The fact 
that WEM is only referred to once in 
D.07-12-052 shows that WEM did not
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make a substantial contribution to the 
proceeding: 2) The testimonv \\ l-.M 
submitted consisted of unsupported and 
speculate e statements that was neither cited 
nor referred to in I).07-12-052... 3) WIA1 
often focused on issues that were outside 
the scope of the hearing...
The flaw we find in PG&E!s argument is 
three-fold. First, PG&E parses and 
selectively reviews WEM:s participation. 
Second, the fact that WEM is not 
specifically credited with making a 
substantial contribution on a particular 
issue does not mean that a substantial 
contribution was not made. Where a 
decision states a position that is 
consistent with that asserted by a party 
we may infer that the party made a 
contribution on that issue. D0904043.
pp. 6-7 (emphasis added).

The intcr\ cnor compensation statute. PI' 
Code I802(i) states in part:
"Substantial contribution” means that, 
in the judgment of the commission, the 
customer's presentation has 
substantially assisted the commission 
in the making of its order or decision 
because the order or decision has 
adopted in whole or in part one or more 
factual contentions, legal contentions, 
or specific policy or procedural 
recommendations presented by the

At the May 23. 201 I hearinu. A I..I Allen 
ruled that the issue of nuclear power was 
wxin-scope relevant to procurement and 
that xxxhe would hear parties could submit 
arguments in this proceeding.

The A I..I first stated:
"I may want to hear a little more on this, 
because. Ms. George, a couple of 
things. One of them is this track. Track 
II. as I indicated, was this is a relatively 
short-term look and is designed not to 
result in new steel in the ground. Which 
by the same token I think would tend to 
mean we are not taking major chunks of 
steel out of the ground.
Now, the question of more steel in the 
ground and more steel out of the 
ground I think could be a more relevant 
issue for Track I...
If your testimony is designed as 
basically providing kind of a general 
policy guidance for the Commission in 
this proceeding as we move forward, 
these are overarching principles to keep 
in mind, then I would be inclined to

customer.”

\\ I A1 made a major procedural 
contribution by aruuinu for the 
Commission to consider nuclear power in 
the context of the I.TPP. which was 
accepted. \\ 1A1 5-23-1 | Reply to 
l lilities" Motions to Strike (all), and IT 
(ieorue oral argument in 5-23-1 ] llearinu. 
While the AI ..I siiuuested that the issue 
miuht be more pertinent to Track I than 
Track 2. w e aruued for addressing nuclear 
issues as soon as possible.
\\ • r TaTcl _L
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leave your testimony in place. " 5-23-1 I 
Ilearinu Transcript. pp. 35-36.

a terrible risk of this steel in the uround 
lakinu itself out. you know, because of 
null function of parts which arc about to 
break anyway, ■ At the hearing the ALJ denied utilities' 

Motion to Stroke, meaning that WEM's 
Track 2 testimony on nuclear issues 
was indeed admissible:
"I think what I’m going to do based on 
what I’ve heard and my reading is I’m 
going to deny PG&E's motion to strike 
the testimony of Women’s Energy 
Matters.” Ibid, p. 41.
The Track 2 decision was silent on the 
nuclear issues raised by WEM: the 
Track 1 decision mentioned that these 
issues were left unresolved because of 
the settlement, and would be deferred 
to the next LTPP proceeding (see 
section marked with red 8. above).
Subsequently The OIR for the 
successor LTPP proceeding.
R1203014, recognized the need to 
consider nuclear shutdown and 
replacement issues, and also stated 
that the record in R1005006 would be 
incorporated into the new proceeding.

r
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Throuuhout our testimony, briefs tint! 
hcitriims. \\ 1A1 discussed the need to 
crettte n plttn Ibrclettn rephicement 
resources for nucletir power, beciiuse they 
could shut down til tiny moment 
in tin unexpected outtiue or in the event that 
the suite decided they were not needed 
beemise of relinbility and or cost concerns. 
W e pointed out iluit the sudden loss of such 
I a rue units could create emergency 
reliability problems, especially if a nuclear 
oulaue persisted throuuh hot summer 
months without sufficient advance 
planninu. We also discussed the liiuli costs 
ofdealinu with this problem in an 
emeruency. and the potential for 
catastrophic reliability problems and costs 
if a nuclear disaster occurred because of 
earthquakes, tsunamis, equipment failures 
or human errors, l-.u, Wl-IM 5-23-1 I______

either
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Testimony Truck 1. pp. 8-10. \\ T!.\l 8-4-1 I 
Testimony Track l.pp. 24-40. \YI!\1 10-4- 
I 1 Reply Uriel’Track I. pp. 10-22.

As news dribbled out about the onuoinu 
ITiknshima disaster. WT!\1 provided 
updates on the negative impacts on Japan's 
electricity reliability and costs, and overall 
economic woes resultinu from the 
l ukiishima disaster pointing out that CA 
could experience similar problems if CA 
nuclear reactors became similarly disabled.

We analyzed why utilities assume that 
replacement of nuclear power will be so 
expensive and lime consuming: pursuant to 
NRC uuidelines. they assume they must 
use a sinule resource as an alternative to 
nuclear power, which pushes them towards 
natural uas or coal, reject mu all clean 
resources. \\ T!\l Reply to PI) Track I. p. 
x x x

WT!\1 recommended adoption of the 
standardized planninu assumptions. W e 
discussed the I a rue ulut of power in 
California currently, which will persist 
throuuh 2020. 5 24 I I Track 2 'Testimony, 
p. 5. W'e also created the "l-.xcess l-neruy 
with Nuclear Rower" chart based on the 
CRl'C's assumptions attached to the 2-10- 
I 1 Rulinu. which we submitted as an 
attachment with WTAl's 5-24-1 ]
Testimony. Our chart uraphically 
illustrated the eneruy ulut in California, 
demonstratinu that the state would still 
hav e 40"o more power than it needs in 
2021. even if both CA nuclear power plants 
were retired.

WTAl's work on development of planninu 
assumptions, particularly with reuard to 
Id!, beuan in R0S02007 and continued in 
R 1005000. Tor example. W T!M 7-0-10 
Reply (amended). (Also see last item, 
below, re R0802007)

The Track 2 decision endorsed the 
Planning assumptions as follows: 
‘Accordingly, the record in this 
proceeding relies heavily upon the 
standardized planning assumptions that 
the utilities were required to use in 
preparing their proposed procurement 
plans... While we should not force utility 
procurement to precisely conform to the 
standardized planning assumptions, the 
utilities cannot just disregard the 
standardized planning assumptions and 
procure whatever they want.” D1201033 
pp. 6-7.

D1201033 ordered utilities to follow the 
Loading Order, clarified that it isThrouuhout both tracks of R 1005000 it nil 

the prior I.TRR R0S02007. WTA1 discussed
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"onuoinu” mid discussed at length how to 
apply the loading order including with 
regards to EE. D1201033. pp. 16-22.

the I.oadinu Order tit length mid 
recommended >pecilie ways to cut throuuh 
barriers to the use of til I urid-rcliablc 
resources in procurement. We focused 
particularly on ciisuriiiu that the l.oudiim 
Order applies in an onuoinu way to Id!.
I)Cj and small renewables, contrary to 
utilities' assumptions that after tlicv meet 
their preferred resource targets set in other 
proceedings, from then on they can procure 
conventional resources. See. c.u. W EM 
Tcstimonv Track 2. pp. 10-2 I. 0-20-1 I 
W EM Track 2 Openinu Uriel', p. 4-20. 0-30- 
l I WEM Track 2 Reply Uriel", p. I0.

W e noted the utilities' opposition to the 
loadinu order in heariims. cm. W EM 
Openinu Uriel’. Track l.p. IS.

"Given the differing interpretations of 
the loading order offered in this 
proceeding, it is important that we 
clarify the correct implementation of the 
loading order... Accordingly, to clarify 
the Commission's position, we 
expressly endorse the general concept 
that the utility obligation to follow the 
loading order is ongoing. The loading 
order applies to all utility procurement, 
even if pre-set targets for certain 
preferred resources have been 
achieved.” D1201033, p. 20. COL 7 
and OP5 made similar statements.
The Track 1 decision reiterated the 
previous decision's commitment to the 
loading order, p. 43.
The Truck 2 decision recoum/ed die 
potential for utilities to miss their uoals. 
turned them not to pretend to have met them, 
mid look the additional step of requirinu 
them to make up shortfalls under certain 
circumstances.
The decision'* lanuuaue echoed WEM'* 
concerns and recommendations:
"Our priority here is ensuring that there

WEM discussed the fact that the ('EEC's 
independent EM«ScV reports on 2000-OS 
stated that EE results fell far short of the 
uoals. dil'ferinu siunillcantly from the 
eneruy el’llciency accomplishments 
claimed by utilities, which formed the basis 
of a bitterly contested 5-3 EE decision 
(1)1012040). W e cited (irueneicITs dissent 
to IOC EE exaggerations in p. IS. In. 12.

In many Minus in this case, we warned that 
there is a lack of enforcement and 
accountability for EE results, which could 
result in procurement shortfalls. W e 
pointed out that utilities resist orders in the 
EE proceedings to make up shortfalls. E.u. 
WEM Openinu Testimony in Track 2. pp. 
10-20. " '

On the other hand. WEM noted the 
potential for EE *av inu* to be much laruer 
than current uoals. and contribute much 
more to procurement. W e prov ided a chart 
show inu that independent, non-utility EE 
prouram providers in Texas achiev e 4.5 x 
the savinus per dollar as California. WEM

is
adequate overall procurement within the 
requirements of section 454.5. For 
example, if the Commission, in an 
energy efficiency proceeding, ordered 
the utilities to obtain 1000 units of 
energy efficiency, that order is still in 
effect, and the utilities still need to 
comply with that order. But if for some 
reason the utilities only obtained 900 
units of energy efficiency, the utilities do 
not need to pretend that they actually 
got 1000 and refrain from procurement 
to make up the shortfall. For 
procurement purposes, the utilities need 
to make up the shortfall. The utilities
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may have 10 explain to the Commission 
elsewhere why they failed to comply 
with the energy efficiency requirement, 
but if the procurement needed to make 
up the shortfall is within the parameters 
specified in this decision, for 
procurement purposes the utilities do 
not need to seek Commission approval 
for the variation." D1201 055. p. 22.
While WLM is not specifically mentioned, 
it is clear that WLM contributed 
substantially to the Commission’s thinking 
on this issue.

5-1 l-l I Reply Testimony Track 2. p. 5. 
Thus. Wl-M demonstrated that l()l s could 
in fact make up past shortfalls.

We discussed procurement-related LL 
issues further in our Oct. 5. 201 I Reply 
Brief, including a detailed analysis of the 
Incremental IT! Report, pp. 1-16.

It is clear that WLM made significant 
contributions to these proceedings with 
regards to Id-.

.At the 5-25-1 I Hearing. P(i&L speciIleally 
asked the .Indue to strike the portions of 
WLM’s testimony pertaininu to eneruy 
efficiency and the interconnection problems 
of small renewables t Rule 21). Thejudue 
denied PCutL’s request. 5-25-1 1 
Transcript, p. 41.

\\ I-M provided the Commission with 
alternative methodology such as ISO-New 
Lnulands Manual for Measurement of 
Demand Side Resources, the use of which 
would ensure more robust, urid-reliable LL 
alternatives to current Id- programs, as 
well as I)(J. Links to ISO-NL resources, 
includinu its Manual and f orward Capacity 
Auction were included in WLM’s 2-24-1 I 
Amended PI 1C Statement, p. 5. as well as 5- 
25-|| WLM festimony I'rack l.pp. IS-I‘).

WLM's festimony also described the 
interconnection problems of small 
renewables (Rule 21). Ibid. pp. 15-14.

I he R0<S()2007 proceeding mainly 
addressed Standardized Plaiminu 
Assumptions, fhis work was further 
developed in R 1005006.

W l-M's participation in R0S02007 raised 
issues of the loadinu order in procurement, 
particularly Lneruy Lfllciency. for 
example, this is the first I. IPP where we 
submitted the ISO-New Lnuland Manual 
for Measurement of Demand Resources in 
capacity markets, WfM Comment I. I PP
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Plamimu Standards. 8-21-Ol).

B. Duplication of Effort (§§ 1801.3(f) & 1802.5):

Claimant CPUC Verified
10 a. Was the Dmsion of Ratcpnxcr Adsocalcs (DRA) a parts lo the 

proceeding?

I). Were (here oilier parlies lo I lie proceeding with positions similar lo yes 
sours?

e. If so. pros ide name of oilier parlies:

Pacific I’m imnmciu. Sierra dull. CBL. 'IVRN. (ireen Power Insiiiulc. Jail Reid.

yes

d. Describe boss son coordinated with DRA and oilier parlies lo asoid duplication or 
boss sour participation supplemented, complemented, or eontribuled lo that of 
another parly:

WEM has pioneered the effort to ensure that procurement follows the 
loading order, through three procurement dockets: our work (particularly on 
energy efficiency) has informed most of the other parties who are now 
joining us to address this issue in the LTPP. Each of us has different types 
of expertise that we bring to bear in different ways. While DRA and other 
parties in this proceeding limited their work to analyzing the utilities' plans, 
WEM also provided a comprehensive vision of practical alternatives in our 
Alternate Procurement Plan. WEM:s energy efficiency analysis was unique 
in several ways, for example that it offered a detailed, insiders view of the 
inputs to the uncommitted energy efficiency report, which add to its 
uncertainty, and the utilities' failure to meet their targets according to the 
CPUC staff and consultants evaluation, measurement & verification reports 
(EM&V). WEM also provided perspectives on how other states are fully 
incorporating EE, DR and DG resources into procurement. We analyzed 
what needs to change in the measurement of EM&V and accountability of 
EE providers to meet their targets, in order for EE to be grid-reliable.

WEM discussed our approach to the nuclear issues with Jan Reid. While 
Reid proposed a new proceeding to discuss all nuclear issues. WEM 
recommended the LTPP proceeding as the appropriate place to consider 
replacement resources for nuclear power, as well as the inadvertent or 
planned shutdown of nuclear power plants.

C. Additional Comments on Part II (use line reference # or letter as appropriate):

Claiman CPUC Comment#
11 t
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PART III: REASONABLENESS OF REQUESTED COMPENSATION (to be
completed by Claimant except where indicated)

A. General Claim of Reasonableness (§§ 1801 & 1806):
a. Concise explanation as to how the cost of Claimant’s participation 
bears a reasonable relationship with benefits realized through 
participation (include references to record, where appropriate)
WEM introduced cost-effective alternatives to current procurement 
planning, including "systems thinking” and better ways to 
incorporate "loading order" resources (Demand Side and Distributed 
Generation technologies) — which have proved effective in other 
states or countries or CA publicly owned utilities like SMUD — all of 
which result in lower energy costs and rates than CA lOUs. WEM 
also established that the potential shutdown and replacement of 
nuclear power is appropriate to address in the LTPP. Both Track 1 
and 2 decisions clarified the loading order and ordered utilities to 
embrace it in "ongoing” procurement. While the future savings that 
this is likely to produce are in the billions of dollars, it is not possible 
to exactly quantify the amounts, given the varying effectiveness with 
which utilities may implement the Commission's orders and actually 
realize these savings. Many questions of rules, methodology, 
renewables "integration.” local capacity and replacement of specific 
resources, including nuclear power, were kicked forward into the 
next LTPP.
b. Reasonableness of Hours Claimed.
W'LM's claim i> very reasonable. The Commission had the benefit of our 
deep knowledge oleneruy efficiency issues from a decade of involvement 
in CPIC Eh proceedings as well as our familiarity with best practices 
from around the nation for utili/.inu EE in procurement: our nuclear 
expertise draws on 50 years experience u ilh thi> i.ssue and close 
imolvement with international efforts to learn from the I'ukushima nuclear 
disaster.

CPUC Verified
12

c. Allocation of Hours by Issue
Issues
10° o Cnreliahility and cost^ of nuclear power civen what we are learninu 
from Eukushima
10°.. Alternative procurement plan t methodology for planning and utili/inu 
clean alternatixcs to replace nuclear power and O'EC uas resources 
according to the I.oadinu Order)
A0o Short-term clean resource planninu te.u. for potential sudden loss of 
nuclear power)________________________________________________
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1 ()”o lOl's bundled prourtim plans 
10"o System phinninu
lu.. Relationship of utility procurement to ('('As ttnd I).\s 
8% I.ocitl capacitv ttrett planning 
Su„ I.oadinu Order
3"0 lOl s procurement methodolouy its it harrier to the I.oadinu order 
5uo Standardi/ed Planninu Assumptions overall issues 
5"o I ncertaimv of ""uncommitted incremental encruy efficiency" 
assumptions (current Id- programs)
4'’o DilTiculties of planninu with Id- and local solar resources "embedded" 
in demand forecasts
S"o l se of eneruy efficiency as capacity. as ISO-New Idiuland is doinu
4° o Participation of demand resources in RIOs
2°o Renewables integration
A” i) Interconnection of small renewables
P’o I'se of I d ! IbrCillCi reductions
5°u General Participation (not associated with particular issue)

B. Specific Claim:

13 IClaimed CPUC Award

ATTORNEY, EXPERT, AND ADVOCATE FEES

Year Hour Rate Basis for Rate* Total $ Hours Total $Item Rate
s

Barbara George 
R0802007 
Barbara George 
R0802007 
Barbara George 
R1005006 
Barbara George 
R1005006

170 D1009039 $1,232.502008 7.25

179 D1009039 $3,570.002009 21

D1202034$175 $3,500.002010 20

D1202034

request increase 
based on added 

years of 
experience

$175 $64,837.52011 370.5

180Barbara
GeorgeRI 005006 $6,390.002012 35.5

Subtotal: $79,530.0
Barbara
George
R0802007
Barbara
George
R0802007
Barbara
George

170 D1009039 S1.232.5
2008 7.25 0

179 D1009039 S3.570.0
2009 21 0

D1202034 S3.500.0
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It |(i05ii(if.
Barbara 
George 
R1005006

D1202034 S64.837.
2011 370.5 S175 5

request increase 
based on addedBarbara 

George 
R1005006

180 years of S6.390.0 
experience
Subtotal: 79.530.0

2012 35.5 0
Subtotal:

0

OTHER FEES
Describe here what OTHER HOURLY FEES you are Claiming (paralegal, travel **, etc.):

Total $ Hours Total $Item Year Hours Rate Basis for Rate* Rate

15 s| Person 11

| Person 21

Subtotal: Subtotal:

INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM PREPARATION **

Rate Basis for Rate* Total $ Hours Total $Item Year I Hours Rate
Barbara
George
R0802007
Barbara
George
R1005006
Barbara
George
R1005006

16
2008 5.75 85 D1009039 488.75

D1202034
2010 2.5 87.50 S218.75

D1202034 S1.507.5
2012 16.75 87.50 0

S2.215.0Subtotal: Subtotal:
0

COSTS

Detail Amount# Item AmountI?

Subtotal: Subtotal:

TOTAL REQUEST $: 81,745.0 TOTAL AWARD $:
0

When entering items, type over bracketed text; add additional rows as necessary.
*lf hourly rate based on CPUC decision, provide decision number; otherwise, attach rationale.
**Travel and Reasonable Claim preparation time typically compensated at 14 of preparer’s normal hourly rate.

C. Attachments Documenting Specific Claim and Comments on Part III (Claimant 
completes; attachments not attached to final Decision):

Attachment or 
Comment #

Description/Comment\H
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Cerlil'iciile of Ser\ ice

D. CPUC Disallowances, Adjustments, and Comments (CPUC completes):

# Reason

19
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PART IV: OPPOSITIONS AND COMMENTS
Within 30 days after service of this Claim, Commission Staff 

or any other party may file a response to the Claim (see § 1804(c))

(CPUC completes the remainder of this form)

A. Opposition: Did any party oppose the Claim?

If so:

Reason for Opposition CPUC DispositionParty

B. Comment Period: Was the 30-day comment period waived (see 
Rule 14.6(2)(6))?

If not:

Comment CPUC DispositionParty

FINDINGS OF FACT

Claimant [has/has not] made a substantial contribution to Decision (D.)1.

The requested hourly rates for Claimant’s representatives [,as adjusted herein,] are 
comparable to market rates paid to experts and advocates having comparable 
training and experience and offering similar services.

2.

The claimed costs and expenses [,as adjusted herein,] are reasonable and 
commensurate with the work performed.

3.

The total of reasonable contribution is $4.

CONCLUSION OF LAW

1. The Claim, with any adjustment set forth above, [satisfies/fails to satisfy] all 
requirements of Public Utilities Code §§ 1801-1812.

ORDER
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Claimant is awarded $1.

Within 30 days of the effective date of this decision, 
total award, [for multiple utilities: “Within 30 days of the effective date of this 
decision, A, A, and A shall pay Claimant their respective shares of the award, based 
on their California-jurisdictional [industry type, for example, electric] revenues for 
the A calendar year, to reflect the year in which the proceeding was primarily 
litigated.”] Payment of the award shall include interest at the rate earned on prime, 
three-month commercial paper as reported in Federal Reserve Statistical Release 
H.15, beginning
and continuing until full payment is made.

shall pay Claimant the2.

, the 75th day after the filing of Claimant’s request,, 200

The comment period for today’s decision [is/is not] waived.3.

This decision is effective today.4.

Dated , at San Francisco, California.
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